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FADE IN:

EXT. BOROUGH STREET #1 - NIGHT1 1

The heels of a young woman splash through puddles on a 
winding, smog-filled Victorian street. 

ON-SCREEN TEXT: ‘London, Borough of Pendleton, 1896’

The young woman - MISS ANDREA CASPIN, (26), wearing a plain 
period dress - steps through the intermittent light of the 
gas lampposts.  

EXT. ALLEYWAY #1 - NIGHT2 2

MISS CASPIN enters a narrow alleyway. There’s a scuffle in 
the distance – glass smashing and raised voices. She freezes 
for a moment but then pulls herself together and continues 
on, hurrying up a small flight of stairs and onto another 
dimly lit street - 

EXT. BOROUGH STREET #2 - NIGHT3 3

As MISS CASPIN crosses the cobbles, a heavy crate falling 
sounds out from nearby. She breathes in – her footsteps 
becoming faster as she retrieves a set of COPPER KEYS from 
her CARPET BAG. 

Shaking, she tries the keys in the door of the rookery at the 
far-end of the street. The ominous noises in the smoke louden 
and she looks around in fear as the copper searches 
desperately for a keyhole. 

Another crash sounds out from somewhere close-by. Startled, 
MISS CASPIN drops the keys – they land in the shadow of a 
neighbouring alleyway.

Eyes wide and face white, she stumbles on the ground for 
them, but a large white cotton-gloved hand collects them for 
her. She looks up slowly at the arrival -

MISS CASPIN
Why – you – you startled me, sir.

The cotton-gloved hand helps her to her feet. In the dim 
light, we see the figure: a willowy, well-dressed GENTLEMAN 
in TOP HAT and tails. He wears a distinctive pair of FRANKLIN 
MULTI-LENS BIFOCALS, with one eyepiece slightly magnified. In 
his mouth: a thin CIGARILLO. Both the Bifocals and the 
cigarillo smoke obscures his face. 



2.

GENTLEMAN
Apologies, my good lady. ‘Twas not 
my intention. 

He passes the keys back to her as she regains her footing.

MISS CASPIN
It'd crossed me for a moment you 
were one of those...

GENTLEMAN
... Heinous types? No, no –

He steers MISS CASPIN by the arm back to her door –

GENTLEMAN (CONT'D)
- just out for a leisurely stroll.

MISS CASPIN tries the key in the door – it opens, much to her 
relief. As she turns back to the GENTLEMAN, her eyes are 
drawn to his elegant top hat - 

MISS CASPIN
(apprehensive)

Why - that’s... That’s a handsome 
top hat...

GENTLEMAN
You think so? 

The GENTLEMAN’s lip twitches nervously, as if he’s 
considering his next line carefully:

GENTLEMAN (CONT'D)
... Yes, I rather like it myself. 
Custom made.

He flicks the cigarillo and suddenly grabs MISS CASPIN by the 
arm, pushing her against the doorway. Caught off-guard by the 
abrupt movement, she has little time to react before his 
gloved hand is thrust over her mouth, forcing a struggle.

MISS CASPIN
(muted)

Please – I don’t -

He extends a finger of silence as he covers her mouth and 
uses his body to crush her in-between the door frame and the 
wall. Then, from his inside coat pocket, he surgically 
removes a concealed object -

MISS CASPIN’s eyes widen in terror – she braces for attack – 
Instead, a BUSINESS-STYLE CARD is forced into her palm.
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GENTLEMAN
My congratulations, Miss Caspin...

He removes himself from her form and steps backwards to dust 
himself down. Slowly, mouth gaped and eyes fixed on the card, 
MISS CASPIN slumps down the wall of the tenement.

GENTLEMAN (CONT'D)
... You’ve won a very special sort 
of competition.

Tears roll down MISS CASPIN’s face as she stares at the card 
– silently, her mouth contorts into a scream.

GENTLEMAN (CONT'D)
I do hope you enjoy your prize.
Good evening.

He tips his hat and steps backwards into the shadows of the 
alley before vanishing like smoke – MISS CASPIN puts a hand 
over her mouth to combat the wailing.

The card falls onto the step below, and as we move closer to 
it, we hear the traumatised woman’s screeches. In the 
background: the distant wails of police whistles and 
lampposts being struck in warning.

On the step, the card bears only one word - ‘Cancer’.

EXT. CONSTABULARY SQUARE - MORNING4 4

We arrive in a busy square surrounding a grand white house - 
the Police Constabulary Building - jarring against the dull 
uniform browns of the city around it. 

A woman and a smaller man part the crowds of miscellaneous 
citizens populating the square as they make their way through 
it towards the Constabulary:

The woman is INSPECTOR SOPHIE KRISTENSON, (28), fair-haired 
and stern. She wears a thatched waistcoat-corset and skirt 
under a long Gothic TRENCH-COAT. A small silver LOCKET hangs 
around her neck. Disguising her face: a pair of distinctive 
brass-folder SUNGLASSES. On her index finger: a large 
DECORATIVE RING. 

Attached to her wrist by HANDCUFFS is a ragged criminal, 
MIGROO, (20s), who occasionally attempts to break away from 
her as she leads him through the busy square.

MIGROO
Come on now, I won’t do it again – 
’s a promise - 
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KRISTENSON
If I’m not mistaken, you said that 
the last time I caught you in Mrs. 
Garrison’s pantry.

MIGROO
We have an arrangement - 

KRISTENSON
Well, now you have a new one.

She rubs beneath her sunglasses irritably as they arrive at 
the Constabulary Building. Outside, she slows to read the 
headline of The Pantograph newspaper being sold there by an 
urchin: ‘Mysterious Deaths in Pendleton! Could Fabled Cancer-
Man be to Blame?’

INT. VESTIBULE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - MORNING5 5

We see the back of an open YELLOW-BACK NOVEL being held out. 
On the front cover: the cover image and title ‘The Case of 
the Moorhead Stranglers’ and on the back: a portrait of a 
handsome man in a prim suit. The author’s name: ‘Davidson 
Ecco’.

The book lowers and reveals the same man from the back cover 
– DAVIDSON ECCO, (30s). He smiles widely at his doting FANS – 
a mix of male and female admirers of all ages - waiting 
patiently with books to be signed.

ECCO
Whom shall I sign it to?

FAN
Eh – Rice – Al Rice - I’ve read all 
your novels -

ECCO happily signs the front cover of the book with a glossy 
FOUNTAIN PEN and hands it back, teeth shining. 

ECCO
What was your favourite?

FAN
‘The Lady Investigates’ -

Movement behind: ECCO notices KRISTENSON dragging MIGROO and 
smiles, losing focus entirely on the FANS: 

ECCO
Excellent choice –
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He raises a ‘one moment’ finger to the FANS and walks through 
the busy entrance vestibule with her, much to her irritation. 
The FANS follow behind.

ECCO (CONT'D)
Early this morning, Inspector 
Kristenson. 

KRISTENSON
I’m finding it tiresome fighting 
through your fan club anytime I 
want to go someplace, Mr. Ecco. 

ECCO
Oh, ‘Mr. Ecco’ is it? I can ask 
them to move - 

KRISTENSON
Their presence isn’t required here, 
nor is yours.

He throws out his arms defensively.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Besides, haven’t you plagiarised 
enough of our case files for your 
stories?

ECCO
Come now, Sophie.

ECCO hurries them along to where the FANS can’t follow - 
towards an open door where Constables stand guard. 

INT. THE BULLPEN, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - MORNING6 6

KRISTENSON drags MIGROO into the Bullpen - the main hall of 
the Constabulary Building - where Constables and other 
staffers sit on rows of desks filling in reports. ECCO 
follows like a lap-dog.

ECCO
I’ve a reputation to maintain here.

KRISTENSON approaches a bored-looking DESK CONSTABLE and 
begins filling in MIGROO's REPORT. MIGROO is cast idly into a 
chair where he looks on obtusely.

KRISTENSON
(to DESK CONSTABLE)

Found this one at the Garrison 
Residence. Usual business.
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DESK CONSTABLE
Is that so? Ah - Mr. Ecco - loved 
your new story. Edge o’ the seat. 

ECCO
I appreciate that.

KRISTENSON
(aside to ECCO)

Perhaps your next story could be 
fiction, Ecco. 

ECCO
I don’t care for that insinuation. 
Although - I will say that this 
“Cancer-Man” is like someone from 
my pages. 

The DESK CONSTABLE nods in agreement, but KRISTENSON stays 
mute. 

ECCO (CONT'D)
What are your thoughts, Inspector, 
on the latest terror on our 
streets? 

She stops writing for a moment, but promptly continues - more 
forcefully.

KRISTENSON
Speculation and hearsay isn’t my 
business, Ecco. 

ECCO
Oh, forgive me. I now recall your 
business lies solely with dullards 
like this -

He motions to MIGROO, who looks on vaguely offended by the 
remark.

ECCO (CONT'D)
- or whichever ruffian starts the 
fight in whichever public house 
you’re drinking in.

(towards MIGROO)
Let me guess – this one you’ve 
brought in – was he inspiring a 
brawl or accosting a lady?

KRISTENSON finishes filling out MIGROO's form and leads him 
away again. ECCO trails behind.
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ECCO (CONT'D)
Pity you’re not interested in the 
Cancer-Man case, though. I hear 
there’s a meeting regarding him. 
Around now, I’d think. 

(BEAT)
I find it curious that they failed 
to invite you... why ever could 
that be?

KRISTENSON
For a writer, you have a terrible 
way with words.

ECCO
Not at all. You took my meaning. 
Could it be because you’re “brash” 
or “unfettered” or... perhaps, 
“strident”?

KRISTENSON removes the cuff keeping MIGROO attached to her 
wrist and chains him instead to a heating pipe.

MIGROO
Hey – you can’t –

She raises a finger in warning - he flinches. ECCO checks his 
POCKET WATCH. 

ECCO
With some haste, you may just catch 
the tail-end of the meeting. 

KRISTENSON abandons her prisoner and begins her walk through 
the Bullpen towards a glass-fronted office.

ECCO (CONT'D)
You could perhaps drop in some 
helpful titbits. Teach them how to 
fire a gun, for instance. 

Still walking, she shouts behind her:

KRISTENSON
I don’t want to see you when I get 
back. Understand?

ECCO
Yes, ma'am. Tonight instead, 
perhaps? Usual time?

She ignores him and walks on. 
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INT. PEELER’S OFFICE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - MORNING7 7

KRISTENSON arrives heatedly into a spacious office where the 
Borough’s important officers are assembled. These men look 
round at her firstly with surprise, and then with annoyance. 
They mutter amongst themselves - some roll their eyes, some 
look at KRISTENSON objectively. 

An older man – CHIEF INSPECTOR SAMUEL PEELER – (50s), perches 
on the edge of his desk, hanging mid-sentence as KRISTENSON 
folds her arms. 

The other Inspectors and High-Ranking Constables, including 
SERGEANT JON FERGUSON, (40s) - hardened, intolerant - 
CONSTABLE WILLIAM BARNES (50s) - crusty, snide - and 
INSPECTOR BILL BALE, (30s) - straw-haired, analytic, but more 
forthcoming than his colleagues - seem uneasy. 

FERGUSON
(aside to the other staff)

Ah, here she is. How much, love?

The other Constables standing around FERGUSON laugh like 
schoolboys, but KRISTENSON ignores them. 

KRISTENSON
Not think it wise to extend me an 
invitation, Chief Inspector?

PEELER
We were under the impression you 
were on a case.

KRISTENSON
I was. And now he’s chained to a 
pipe.

PEELER
Well, I’m glad you’ve... made it. 
Please - take a seat -

KRISTENSON reluctantly flops into an empty chair beside 
BARNES. He eyes her up but she crosses her legs and turns 
away to pull off her sunglasses - underneath, her eyes are 
red and blotchy. He notices and turns to his peers - 

BARNES
Some case! Seems someone’s been on 
old Mother’s Ruin!

Amid jeers, KRISTENSON narrows her eyes at him before placing 
the sunglasses back on again.
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FERGUSON
What’s this all about, anyway? Some 
of us have jobs to do -

PEELER
Remember your place, Sergeant. 

FERGUSON sinks back into his chair bitterly. 

PEELER (CONT'D)
Now, as I was saying - “The Cancer-
Man” - 

BARNES
- Another Spring Heeled Jack, you’d 
have us looking for! Surely our 
time is better in places unconsumed 
by the hysterics of some woman. 

KRISTENSON looks to the corner of the room where a timid 
woman is sat in shadow, clutching at a carpet bag.

PEELER
Quiet, all of you. 

He extends his hand to the shadows -

PEELER (CONT'D)
This is Miss Andrea Caspin.

MISS CASPIN sits shaking. The officers seem uninterested, but 
PEELER continues by retrieving a white card in a WINDOWED 
ENVELOPE from his desk and holding it aloft.

KRISTENSON raises an inquisitive eyebrow to the CANCER-CARD 
within.

PEELER (CONT'D)
We found Miss Caspin this morn, 
clutching at this Card and claiming 
she’d been accosted by “The Cancer-
Man”. 

There is murmuring around the room - some in denial, others 
gripped by the thought. KRISTENSON continues to watch on 
analytically, her face revealing nothing. 

PEELER (CONT'D)
You’re saying naught, Inspector 
Kristenson. How familiar are you 
with the Cancer-Man?

9.
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KRISTENSON
A well-dressed man waylaying young 
women – charming them, then leaving 
them with ominous messages of 
death.

She crosses her arms and sits forwards.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
It’s an old Pendleton folk tale. 
Penny Dreadful-sort. I’m sure it’s 
been sensationalised. Probably by 
Mr. Ecco.

Bale and some of the others chuckle.

FERGUSON
(towards MISS CASPIN)

It’s all hysteria. The woman’s 
hysterical - give her a few nights 
in Redlyre and she’ll know when to 
close her mouth and when to open it 
again. 

KRISTENSON studies the trembling MISS CASPIN with great care.

KRISTENSON
I’ve seen hysteria - and hysteria 
this is not. But equally, are we 
certain we aren’t blurring the 
lines of truth and fiction? 

FERGUSON
Exactly. Where’s the proof she 
isn’t just groping around for money 
or attention? 

KRISTENSON
- No, I didn’t intend - 

FERGUSON
I know women like this -

BARNES
- you mean you’ve paid women like 
this...

PEELER’s next movement is loud, forcing everyone’s attention - 
he slams his cane into the ground as he steps to a BLACKBOARD 
and pulls the cloth from it. On the board: CANDID IMAGES of 
deceased women, all without injury, and several of the 
mysterious Cancer-Cards.

All are silent - some turn away. KRISTENSON’s lip twitches. 

10.
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PEELER
Truth: several weeks back, reports 
arose of young women dying where 
they stood - 

KRISTENSON slides her glasses down her nose to better look at 
the tragedy.

INT. WARD, ROYAL HOSPITAL - NIGHT - (FLASHBACK)8 8

PEELER recounts his memory of standing in a dim hospital ward 
overlooking the Thames. On every bed - a motionless young 
woman. PEELER stands with DR. ABBLEMIRE - (50s), 
authoritative but unnerved by the victims - who shows him 
various medical charts. 

PEELER (V.O.)
- no symptoms, no wounds.  Every 
one of the victims was found with 
one of these "Cancer-Cards". 

PEELER turns over one of the Cancer-Cards in its windowed 
envelope as DR. ABBLEMIRE looks on apprehensively. 

PEELER (V.O.)
I’ve spoken to Dr. Abblemire at the 
Royal who has all but confirmed the 
authenticity of these queer deaths. 
It would seem that they died of the 
Cancer.

DR. ABBLEMIRE slides a curtain around one of the beds, ending 
the FLASHBACK.

INT. PEELER’S OFFICE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - MORNING9 9

The staff assembled in the office look grim as PEELER 
addresses them.

PEELER
The disease is still largely 
unknown, but his suspicion is that 
it is passed through contact.

BARNES
Like the clap. 

Schoolboy laughter sounds out around the room. MISS CASPIN 
looks at her feet in shame. 

11.
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PEELER
Miss Caspin, here, is the first to 
be found with the Card – before it 
was too late, of course.

KRISTENSON
How many victims?

BALE
Ten, as of Tuesday. 

PEELER
And only one entity could be to 
blame. 

There are murmurs of “Cancer-Man” around the room, but 
KRISTENSON stays guarded. 

KRISTENSON
I don't accept it. A character from 
the pages of rag-writers and Poe-
aficionados on our streets? We're 
surely dealing with a copy - 
someone inspired by the character.

FERGUSON
A copy? Good God, Kristenson. Now 
who’s being sensational? 

KRISTENSON
The last I witnessed, Pendleton is 
a place where crime occurs and 
fiction does not. 

She pauses to allow the murmurs from those assembled to 
cease.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Dare I ask if anyone has even taken 
a description of the attacker from 
Miss Caspin? Or have we all assumed 
her incapable?

Shifty looks around the room; PEELER crosses his arms and 
sighs. 

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Then perhaps we could return to 
some proper policing. 

KRISTENSON looks to MISS CASPIN sitting meekly in the corner. 

12.
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INT. INTERROGATION ROOM, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - MORNING10 10

MISS CASPIN sits shaking behind a table. KRISTENSON opens the 
door to the broom cupboard-sized room and pulls herself down. 
She meticulously sets down a PENCIL and several sheets of 
EMBOSSED CONSTABULARY PAPER.

KRISTENSON
Don't listen to what they're 
saying. They’d have you in Redlyre 
Hospital at the first chance. So... 

KRISTENSON lays out one of the sheets in front of her.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
... You need to work with me before 
they can do that. Give me a 
description - anything useful. 

MISS CASPIN struggles to speak coherently, only offering 
vowels.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
What did your attacker look like?

MISS CASPIN
I’m not sure... If...

KRISTENSON
They’re looking for fiction. I only 
deal in fact. I trust you, Miss 
Caspin, so please - extend me that 
kindness. 

MISS CASPIN
(Prolonged)

Tall - six foot or so. 

KRISTENSON begins sketching.

MISS CASPIN (CONT'D)
Hair to the shoulder, but gaunt... 
Well-dressed. Strange eyepieces, 
mind you - one eye bigger than the 
other -

KRISTENSON
Eyepieces like these?

KRISTENSON hands over her SKETCH OF THE CANCER-MAN - she’s 
drawn him wearing a similar pair of Bifocals.

MISS CASPIN
Yes, those kind –
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KRISTENSON
Franklin’s. They use them for 
magnification. Book-binders. 
Morticians. That’s a start. Not 
wholly common. What else?

MISS CASPIN
I... he... he knew my name.

KRISTENSON
He knew your name?

MISS CASPIN
And... I think he was wearing one 
of my hats...

KRISTENSON raise an eyebrow inquisitively and stops drawing.

MISS CASPIN (CONT'D)
Silly, I know, but - 

KRISTENSON
Describe it. 

MISS CASPIN takes a deep breath. KRISTENSON’s pencil touches 
the paper once more. 

INT. PEELER’S OFFICE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - MORNING11 11

KRISTENSON crosses back into the now nearly empty office with 
haste. Only PEELER and FERGUSON remain, both in conversation 
which ceases on her arrival.

KRISTENSON
The attack was premeditated. He 
knew her name. Still in mind that 
our culprit is the bogeyman, Chief 
Inspector?

PEELER’s eyebrows arch. 

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
She seems to think he was wearing 
one of her hat designs - she works 
for the Milliner on Cispontine 
Lane. 

FERGUSON
Among other places. 

KRISTENSON ignores the comment and pushes two sheets of paper 
onto the desk: the sketch and a LIST OF HAT SPECIFICATIONS. 
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PEELER
(reading)

Felted beaver skin. Red trim and 
Livery. Marble clasp. Collapsible -

KRISTENSON
- Unique. 

PEELER sighs, nods at the list and gives both documents to 
FERGUSON, who takes them uninvested. 

PEELER
I need that sketch photographed and 
distributed, along with these 
details. Get everyone on it. 

FERGUSON grumbles but relents; taking the paper and exiting. 
PEELER looks up at KRISTENSON through his MONOCLE. She 
crosses her arms in return.

KRISTENSON
Did you really think it was worth 
keeping me in the dark about all 
this? 

PEELER
Cases like these aren’t your... 
isn’t it your preference to solve 
those... little cases? Stolen 
jewellery? Beaten wives?

KRISTENSON
What’s “little” about beaten wives?

PEELER
Well, I...

KRISTENSON
They’re not my preference, Peeler – 
they’re the ones you allow me.

PEELER crosses his arms and sits. 

PEELER
I don’t want you near this case. 
Let Barnes or Ferguson deal with 
it, or one of the other - 

KRISTENSON
- men?

15.
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PEELER
The last time a case this complex 
arose, we lost an Inspector and you 
several months. 

KRISTENSON stands her ground. PEELER cycles through some 
paper on his desk. 

PEELER (CONT'D)
I have a domestic altercation over 
in Craigsend – one of your "beaten 
wife" tales. You could have that –

KRISTENSON
I’ve already some ideas about this 
case. You may not care for it, but 
this is my business, so unless you 
think me incapable, I plan to help. 

PEELER
It’s not because I find you 
incapable... it’s... 

KRISTENSON
I’m taking this case. 

PEELER looks sheepish.

PEELER
Tell me, then: what are your 
thoughts?

KRISTENSON
I'll admit, I know little of 
Cancer, but I doubt it arises 
through the passing of a Card.

PEELER
They said that of rats in plague 
time...

KRISTENSON
However, I do know at least three 
slow-acting poisons fitting the 
profile, so make sure no one 
touches those Cards direct without 
gloves.

PEELER immediately drops the windowed envelope he’s been 
palming in fear of the Card inside it. 
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KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
I suggest getting that sketch to 
the local circuits. See if they’ve 
seen him about. 

PEELER
And what of you?

KRISTENSON
Cispontine Lane.

Kristenson fastens her coat.

EXT. CISPONTINE LANE - MID-DAY12 12

KRISTENSON steps from sunlight to darkness as she enters a 
winding street signposted as ‘Cispontine Lane’. The street is 
busy with traders selling to ragged citizens. Near the top of 
the street, the great unwashed are bent over a thin SLEEPING 
ROPE tied from one end of an alcove to the next.

KRISTENSON (V.O.)
I’m going to head down to the 
Milliner’s - try and find a receipt 
for the hat she recognised. 

KRISTENSON makes her way down the winding street towards 
‘Winston Annex Millinery’: a ramshackle shop jutting out 
between a brothel and a barber’s.

INT. PEELER'S OFFICE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - MORNING13 13

PEELER listens intently at his desk but doesn’t look up at 
KRISTENSON.

KRISTENSON
Hopefully I’ll find his name. Can’t 
be many hats made to those 
specifications.

He sighs, takes his monocle off and looks up.

PEELER
Be careful, Sophie. Cispontine Lane 
isn’t the most pleasant of abodes.

KRISTENSON
I’d be inclined to extend that 
sentiment to most of Pendleton.

PEELER tips his head and watches her leave. He exhales 
heavily and leans back at his desk.
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EXT. CISPONTINE LANE - MID-DAY14 14

The smoke puff of a camera brings us back to Cispontine Lane. 
KRISTENSON walks through it and looks around the shifty 
street before entering the Milliner’s. 

Far up the lane full of other undesirables, an ominous, top-
hatted figure watches from the shadows.

INT. MILLINER’S - MID-DAY15 15

A small bell rings overhead as KRISTENSON steps into the 
poorly lit hat shop. Hats on disembodied mannequin heads line 
dusty shelves and glass table tops – the shop seems abandoned 
in the eeriest of fashions.

KRISTENSON
Hello?

She pulls off her sunglasses and looks around – noticing 
herself in a cracked mirror, her irises swirl in the light 
with the blotchy red colour fading to a natural green.

Behind the counter – a gaunt man in a dirty suit, MR. WINSTON 
ANNEX, (40s), pulls himself up and looks at her through a 
pair of LORGNETTES held in a shaking hand.

MR. ANNEX
Let me guess, my lovely. A straw 
bonnet. Green, to match your eyes.

KRISTENSON
Close.

She flashes him her CONSTABULARY BADGE – his eyes widen like 
he’s guilty of an unseen crime, and then he recedes again.

MR. ANNEX
A lady policeman... What ever could 
I do for you?

KRISTENSON
Your receipts. A suspect in a case 
appears to be wearing one of your 
hats.

MR. ANNEX 
Ah. I do love free publicity -

KRISTENSON raises a judging eyebrow.

MR. ANNEX (CONT'D)
- even the bad sort.
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He fumbles about behind the counter, looking for his receipt 
book with the inability of a much older man.

MR. ANNEX (CONT'D)
Business is far from stellar.

KRISTENSON, indifferent to his remarks, takes the time to 
look around – she runs her finger along the counter, drawing 
a thin dust-like material. 

A RUG in the centre of the room attempts to obscure a TRAP 
DOOR. She notices small bleach stains on MR. ANNEX’s sleeve 
and a yellowish tinge to his fingers. Then – his lorgnettes -

KRISTENSON
Curious eyepieces you have there...

MR. ANNEX
Indeed. It seems I need them for 
the smaller things in life.

Finally, MR. ANNEX retrieves a large bound RECEIPT BOOK from 
somewhere under the counter. Notes and other papers leak from 
it haphazardly. Nervously, he drops it onto the counter. 

Pulling on a pair of beige RUBBER GLOVES, KRISTENSON spins 
the book around and rifles through it.

KRISTENSON
I’m in search of designs by Miss 
Andrea Caspin.

MR. ANNEX
Ah... Andrea. Sweet Andrea. Yes... 
She didn’t come in today. Is she 
well? Not like her to miss a pay 
package - 

KRISTENSON
She’s fine.

KRISTENSON flicks through the book – much to her vexation, 
MISS CASPIN's name appears on nearly every line of the 
receipts.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
How many of Miss Caspin’s designs 
have you sold?

MR. ANNEX
Ooh - I wouldn’t know. She has been 
my finest designer for some years. 
Scores and scores, I’d think. 
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KRISTENSON looks calculative. She spares no time in pulling 
out a transparent EVIDENCE ENVELOPE from her coat and shoving 
the book into it.

MR. ANNEX (CONT'D)
Um... I need... Yes, just take it. 

(BEAT)
This... suspect you have... 

KRISTENSON shows him her sketch of THE CANCER-MAN. He shakes 
his head. 

KRISTENSON
If you remember him, get in contact 
with the Constabulary. 

KRISTENSON takes one more look around:

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Is there anything here I wouldn’t 
like, Mr. Annex?

ANNEX makes a decidedly negative movement but looks towards 
the trap door. KRISTENSON notices the movement but decides to 
ignore it as she promptly exits the shop into sunlight. 

EXT. CISPONTINE LANE - MID-DAY16 16

Outside the shop, KRISTENSON whistles over a local CONSTABLE -
he wanders over complacently from the street corner. She 
brandishes the receipt book at him - 

KRISTENSON
I need this taken to the 
Constabulary, if you’d be so 
kind...

CONSTABLE
‘Ere, I don’t take orders from –

She shoves her badge under his nose -

KRISTENSON
Tell Peeler I’m going to keep 
looking into the local circuits. 
And get Ferguson doing something 
useful.

He decides to accept the evidence.

CONSTABLE
Anything else, love?
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KRISTENSON
Less of that, for a start...

At the top of the street, the sleeping rope is cut and the 
vagrants bent over it fall to the ground. There is a small 
commotion.

KRISTENSON looks up at it - something’s not right. As the 
vagrants pick themselves up and fret with their landlord, one 
well-dressed man in a top hat isn’t moving – he’s instead 
directed at her from the shadows of an alleyway –

Pulling out her sketch of THE CANCER-MAN, KRISTENSON compares 
it to the top-hatted figure in the shadows. 

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
HEY!

Thrusting the paper back into her coat and holding her badge 
out, she begins her chase as the figure slips into the 
shadows. 

CONSTABLE
(under his breath)

Bloody lunatic.

The CONSTABLE watches the chase for a moment or so before 
deciding to blow his whistle. 

EXT. PENDLETON - (ON THE MOVE) - MID-DAY17 17

KRISTENSON chases THE CANCER-MAN through various alleyways 
and lanes, dodging traders and citizens awkwardly as she 
goes. The man is fast but she keeps up. Stalls are overturned 
and doors kicked in as the chase heats ups.

EXT. DOCKLAND WHARF - MID-DAY18 18

As the chase arrives on a wharf near the docks, KRISTENSON 
and THE CANCER-MAN find themselves running through a busy 
fruit market. 

On the move, KRISTENSON grabs an APPLE from a stall and lobs 
it towards THE CANCER-MAN, knocking the hat off his head but 
failing to slow him. She throws some COINS towards the 
disgruntled stall owner in payment and follows her suspect 
into the crowd.

Within, she finds herself surrounded by colourful citizens. 
In the jumble, she struggles to locate her target.
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Her foot hits something – she bends down: THE CANCER-MAN's 
hat, and beneath it, an OPENED MANHOLE COVER leading to the 
sewer. 

INT. SEWER ENTRANCE - MID-DAY19 19

KRISTENSON, top hat in hand, drops into the sewer. 
Unflinching, she pulls herself up and attaches the top hat’s 
clasp onto a clip on her coat in order to free her hands. 
Pulling off her sunglasses, she rakes around in her pocket as 
she steps through the grime, fetching a MATCH to strike 
against the tunnel wall. 

A shadow on the thin sewer wall tells her THE CANCER-MAN has 
rounded the corner. Their footsteps echo loudly. 

INT. SEWER EMBANKMENT - MID-DAY20 20

As KRISTENSON gets further into the tunnels, she shields her 
face from the putrid smell of London’s collection of filth. 
The water gurgles underneath. Walking along an embankment, 
she follows the echoes of her suspect's footsteps.

KRISTENSON
Reveal yourself now. I’m armed. 

THE CANCER-MAN (O.S.)
If that were true, I would be shot 
already, Inspector Kristenson.

KRISTENSON
You know me?

Silence. KRISTENSON continues walking, wary of the many 
places the villain could spring from in the labyrinth.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
I presume you were following me 
back on Cispontine? I doubt our 
roads crossing is coincidental - 

Her steps become more careful as the embankment thins. 

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
- Targeting me, perhaps? 

From out of the darkness, THE CANCER-MAN dives at her – the 
attack takes her by surprise – the match is extinguished and 
the tunnel plunged into darkness as they thrash around in the 
water.
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KRISTENSON strikes another match off the wall and shoulders 
THE CANCER-MAN backwards as he dives into her line of vision. 
Stumbling backwards and clutching at his face from the 
attack, he attempts to stand his ground.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
You had a chance to kill me there, 
but you refused it. So - following 
me but not targeting. 

THE CANCER-MAN
It is not your time.

KRISTENSON
Highly ominous proposition -

THE CANCER-MAN makes a move but KRISTENSON counters it:

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Are you aware we’re standing in the 
biggest powder keg in London? 

He looks around apprehensively.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Gunpowder. Faecal matter. I dread 
to think how much damage this one 
match could inflict...

THE CANCER-MAN fumbles with his sleeve anxiously. A small 
crack has formed in the larger of his lenses from the impact 
with the wall. 

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
... So, I propose you come in 
quietly or you’ll find yourself its 
victim.

THE CANCER-MAN
You wouldn’t do it.

KRISTENSON
You know nothing of me or what I’m 
capable of. So...

Suddenly, THE CANCER-MAN raises a sleeve and a MECHANISED 
WRIST-GUN slides out of it – before KRISTENSON can react, the 
weapon sends off a blank.

When the puff of smoke clears, THE CANCER-MAN has made his 
way along the tunnel. KRISTENSON rubs her eyes and follows. 
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INT. SEWER LADDER - MID-DAY21 21

THE CANCER-MAN pulls himself up a set of rusted LADDERS and 
squeezes through another manhole. As he pulls himself up, 
KRISTENSON grabs at his leg but he kicks her away, exits the 
sewer and, much to her protests, slides the manhole shut.

EXT. BOROUGH STREET #3 - MID-DAY22 22

THE CANCER-MAN escapes down a busy street, slipping unnoticed 
into a large crowd.

INT. SEWER LADDER - MID-DAY23 23

Far below, KRISTENSON tries, and fails, to open the cover – 
it’s sealed tight. She slides down the ladder again.

INT. SEWER EXIT - MID-DAY24 24

KRISTENSON looks around with her match, illuminating the 
ladder, the sealed cover, the sewer filth underneath and a 
nearby alcove -

Desperate, an idea crosses her but she’s unsure - 

EXT. WAREHOUSE, DOCKLAND - NIGHT - (FLASHBACK)25 25

We see a very brief FLASHBACK - a similar match is struck and 
a warehouse explodes in a violent burst.

INT. SEWER EXIT - MID-DAY26 26

KRISTENSON stares at the match: the flame flickers from a 
slight breeze in the tunnel.

KRISTENSON
(to herself)

That’s a bad idea.

She looks around the tunnel once more before finally 
concentrating on the match and the sewer filth.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
A very bad idea.

But she goes with it – she flicks the match into the sewer 
filth and dives into the alcove, covering her ears and face. 
Behind her, the sewer filth ignites and blasts past the 
alcove, throwing the manhole cover up into the air.
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EXT. BOROUGH STREET #3 - MID-DAY27 27

Along the busy street, manhole covers are thrown skyward by 
huge bursts of fire.

KRISTENSON climbs out of one of the open manholes and dusts 
herself off. Onlookers stop and stare. She analyses the crowd 
but THE CANCER-MAN is long gone.

INT. BATHROOM, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - AFTERNOON28 28

Standing in front of the mirror in a steamy bathroom, 
KRISTENSON wipes off sewer mud and ash from her face with 
trembling hands. Reaching behind her, she winces as her hand 
brushes against a wound.

EXT. WAREHOUSE, DOCKLAND - NIGHT - (FLASHBACK - SCENE 26)29 29

Another brief FLASHBACK to the warehouse explosion - this 
time, as the building explodes, a YOUNGER KRISTENSON is 
thrown from it. 

INT. BATHROOM, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - AFTERNOON30 30

KRISTENSON strips away her coat and finds a small piece of 
METAL SHRAPNEL from the sewer embedded in her shoulder. 
Without hesitating, she frees it from her, using the mirror 
as a guide.

Carefully, she pulls her shirt over her head to inspect the 
new injury. Her back is a web of scarring: Crescent moon-
shaped scars in the pattern of Cassiopeia act as a base, but 
a tattoo of a woman's face with detailed yellow eyes, an 
ouroboros, mandarin symbols and mottled burns and bruises 
fill the rest of the space.

With a damp CLOTH, she wipes on the new wound just above her 
shoulder. Her hand trembles as she sets the cloth down. 
Turning off the tap, she stares into the mirror. Her eyes are 
an unnatural yellow colour.

From her coat pocket, she retrieves a small EYEDROPPER VIAL 
and with trembling hands, drops some ominous liquid from it 
into her eyes – the drops dance, swirling the scene into a 
FLASHBACK -
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EXT. BOSTON SQUARE - MID-DAY - (FLASHBACK)31 31

KRISTENSON is present twice in her memory - our KRISTENSON 
watches the event unseen by the memory’s version, who is 
younger and wearing a lace dress she’s showing signs of 
discomfort in. She awaits her companion at a table in an open 
tea room. 

The YOUNGER KRISTENSON sips on her TEA before deciding that 
she dislikes the taste and sets it down, only to return to it 
once emptying the contents of a HIP FLASK into it.

As she puts the flask away, she notices her hand is 
trembling. She grips her hand and sets it down before 
searching in her CLUTCH BAG for a similar eyedropper. She is 
interrupted by a voice -

ECCO (O.S.)
Miss Kristenson?

The YOUNGER KRISTENSON squints through the sunlight at ECCO. 
She gives him a small smile and he extends his hand to her 
which she takes awkwardly before he pulls himself into a seat 
across.

ECCO (CONT'D)
Let me begin by saying I am deeply 
sorry to hear about your partner. 
Dan Moran was a true friend. How 
are you coping?

She runs her locket through her fingers. ECCO eyes the 
movement with curiosity. 

YOUNGER KRISTENSON
You’re a writer, aren’t you?

ECCO
Before you think wrongly of me, I 
didn’t extend this invitation to 
pick your brain. It’s merely a 
professional courtesy. I... aid the 
police here in Pendleton, when the 
occasion requires it.

YOUNGER KRISTENSON
(dryly)

With their literacy or their 
investigations?

ECCO simply replies with a knowing smile.
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YOUNGER KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
I’ll admit, Mr. Ecco - I haven’t 
read your work. I’m not one for 
stories.

ECCO
I can change that. If you like.

The YOUNGER KRISTENSON gives him a faint smile and takes 
another drink of tea. He lays his hand on hers, but her 
polite cough signals that he should back off.

YOUNGER KRISTENSON
Do you know of my promotion, Mr. 
Ecco?

ECCO
To Inspector, yes. First female 
officer of the law in our fair 
city, now first female Inspector. 
That's quite the achievement. More 
so than I'll make from any of my 
fictions.

The YOUNGER KRISTENSON stares melancholy into the distance 
and folds her arms tightly across her.

ECCO (CONT'D)
I presume you don’t care for the 
title?

YOUNGER KRISTENSON
I feel I haven’t earned it.

ECCO
Nonsense. The way you fought off 
the Moorhead Stranglers in that 
warehouse... right down to the last 
bullet - I wish I had written it.

KRISTENSON’s hand trembles and tea spills as the FLASHBACK is 
broken by a voice from a different memory:

WOMAN'S VOICE (V.O.)
(frantic)

SOPHIE!

Our KRISTENSON looks away from the memory as it swirls and 
she’s pulled out of it. 
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INT. BATHROOM, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - AFTERNOON32 32

Back in the bathroom, KRISTENSON looks down at her hands – 
they seem steady again. In the mirror, her irises change from 
yellow to red to green. 

The door opens behind: she covers the eyedropper and then 
herself with her coat as BALE knocks and enters. She watches 
him in the mirror but doesn’t turn. 

BALE
Peeler wants to see you. 

KRISTENSON nods. He leaves, and the eyedropper is put away 
carefully. 

INT. PEELER’S OFFICE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - AFTERNOON33 33

KRISTENSON sits in front of PEELER’s desk. She grits her 
teeth as he paces, reading bitterly from a NOTEBOOK.

PEELER
... Destruction of property from 
Cispontine to Padbury...

KRISTENSON
I was pursuing the suspect –

PEELER
... Plus irrefutable damage to the 
sewage system. I feel I was wrong 
to let you take this case. And 
knowing what happened with the 
Stranglers, perhaps I should've 
listened to the others.

FERGUSON shakes his head at her in disgust.

PEELER (CONT'D)
Why don't you pass this over? 
Perhaps follow a case more suited 
to you? 

BALE coughs politely, drawing her attention. 

BALE
As it is, Kristenson, we have 
another attack -

He passes over another Cancer-Card in a windowed envelope for 
her to scrutinise.
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EXT. ALLEYWAY #2 - NIGHT - (FLASHBACK)34 34

Another YOUNG WOMAN collapses against the wall of an 
alleyway, clutching at the Cancer-Card. 

BALE (V.O.)
Another young lady brought it in 
not too long ago. Seems she was 
accosted by our friend last night 
as well -

Above her, THE CANCER-MAN slinks away into the night. 

INT. PEELER'S OFFICE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - AFTERNOON35 35

KRISTENSON pushes the envelope towards PEELER.

PEELER
How many more, Kristenson?

KRISTENSON
I had our man. And... I have a 
lead. Five minutes.

PEELER sighs and looks at BALE – he raises his eyebrows 
approvingly. FERGUSON rolls his eyes. 

PEELER
What have you, then?

KRISTENSON
Four leads, technically. 

She slams the receipt book onto the desk and pulls it from 
the evidence bag.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Number one: receipts from the 
Milliner’s. We’ll be able to 
extract the name of the suspect 
from it, based on the details of –

She places the top hat on the table – PEELER’s brow furls.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
- this hat. We have the exact 
description Miss Caspin used 
earlier. We can check it against 
the receipts. 

BALE nods and checks the list of hat specifications on the 
blackboard beside him. FERGUSON stays in his chair. 
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KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Next, there’s his glasses. I 
cracked them in the fight, so we 
look at local optometrist’s – see 
if anyone books the same type in 
for repair. 

PEELER’s eyes dart between the evidence.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Lastly, this - took it from Miss 
Caspin’s property.

She places a burnt-out cigarillo on the desk. 

EXT. BOROUGH STREET #2 - MID-DAY - (FLASHBACK)36 36

Fresh from the sewers, KRISTENSON retrieves the burnt-out 
cigarillo that THE CANCER-MAN left at MISS CASPIN’s door.

KRISTENSON (V.O.)
Ran it by Miss Caspin - seems it 
belonged to the Cancer-Man. 

She carefully pockets the cigarillo and sweeps away from the 
scene, clutching at the pain in her shoulder.

INT. PEELER'S OFFICE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - AFTERNOON37 37

PEELER carefully tips the cigarillo off one of his case files 
as KRISTENSON speaks: 

KRISTENSON
I know of only one place in 
Pendleton specialising in this 
particular brand of tobacco. 

FERGUSON
From personal experience?

She ignores the comment and continues:

KRISTENSON
It’ll be my next line of 
investigation. 

(BEAT)
There’s one more curio - the Cancer-
Man... knew of me. 

BALE
Knew of you?
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KRISTENSON
He was keeping an eye on me - on 
this investigation. I have it my 
mind there’s been a great deal of 
planning involved in this. 

PEELER thinks long and hard about it. 

PEELER
Then, let’s hope your planning is 
just as involved. You have one day. 
Then, we're taking over. Let the 
men do their jobs.

FERGUSON smiles to himself. KRISTENSON stands and goes for 
the receipt book but PEELER holds them back.

PEELER (CONT'D)
Why don't you follow the 
optometrist lead, hmm? Or the 
tobacco? We can look through this -

KRISTENSON
- and keep me out of trouble? I 
think not -

She reaches back over for the receipt book, but PEELER takes 
it and palms it. 

PEELER
If he’s following you, there’s a 
chance he can take this evidence 
back. 

KRISTENSON considers.

PEELER (CONT'D)
If you're on this case, you do as 
instructed. Every optometrist’s in 
the borough.

They lock eyes bitterly before KRISTENSON places her 
sunglasses on and stands. FERGUSON grins as she leaves.

INT. THE BULLPEN, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - AFTERNOON38 38

KRISTENSON passes through the Bullpen, receiving glowering 
looks from her co-workers. ECCO sits on top of a desk.

KRISTENSON
Didn't I say you weren't to be 
here?
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ECCO drops off the desk and follows her towards a cloakroom -

ECCO
Listen - I’ve two tickets for -

KRISTENSON
I’m not interested, Ecco.

They push through into the cloakroom. 

INT. CLOAKROOM, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - AFTERNOON39 39

KRISTENSON retrieves her coat from a rack and signs several 
FORMS on a wall. ECCO leans casually.

ECCO
I’m thinking about writing my next 
book about a mysterious gentleman-
caller who hands out Cancer on a 
business card. What d’you think?

KRISTENSON finishes filling out her forms and looks back at 
ECCO - her sunglasses have slid down the bridge of her nose, 
revealing the reddened state of her eyes. 

ECCO (CONT'D)
I see you’re still using a 
particular brand of apothecary?

KRISTENSON slides the glasses back up and throws on her coat, 
ready to leave, but ECCO blocks her exit - 

ECCO (CONT'D)
Don’t you consider that risqué? 

KRISTENSON
Clear your mind of it. 

ECCO
Don’t take me wrong... I’m not a 
master of plot development, but I’m 
certain you’d be off the case if 
the Chief Inspector discovered it.

KRISTENSON
He won’t. 

KRISTENSON inspects a WANTED POSTER of THE CANCER-MAN on the 
wall. ECCO notices it too. 
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ECCO
Is that your Cancer-Man? Fancy 
looking eyepieces – I had a pair of 
them once, for book-binding. 

KRISTENSON pushes past him, back into the Bullpen - 

INT. THE BULLPEN, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - AFTERNOON40 40

ECCO follows KRISTENSON through the folds of the Bullpen. She 
continues to receive glowering looks from her peers - 

ECCO
I can help, Sophie. I know crime in 
Pendleton better than anyone. 

KRISTENSON
And what would you gain from 
helping? Another best-seller?

ECCO murmurs, flustered by the comment, but not in 
disagreement. KRISTENSON continues walking. 

ECCO
One of these days, you'll tire of 
working alone. If that apothecary 
doesn’t kill you first.

KRISTENSON leaves ECCO standing alone in the Bullpen. 

INT. O’SHEEHAN’S OPTOMETRIST’S - LATE AFTERNOON41 41

KRISTENSON shows the sketch of THE CANCER-MAN to the owners 
of a busy Optometrist’s, gaining negative results. 

She crosses the name of the Optometrist’s, “O’Sheehan’s” off 
a long list of other locations. 

EXT. BOROUGH STREET #4 - NIGHT42 42

KRISTENSON walks down a street populated by undesirable 
citizens; vendors and prostitutes. She shows them the sketch 
but receives nothing from any of them.

INT. TOBACCONIST’S - NIGHT43 43

The burnt-out cigarillo and a copy of THE CANCER-MAN sketch 
is placed on the desk of a well-stocked Tobacconist’s, but 
that too garners no results. 
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EXT. ALLEYWAY #3 - NIGHT44 44

THE CANCER-MAN strides quietly through the smoke of an 
alleyway. The walls are now lined with newspapers bearing his 
face. 

EXT. BOROUGH STREET #5 - NIGHT45 45

KRISTENSON continues showing the image of THE CANCER-MAN to 
various street dwellers as darkness falls over the city. 

Realising she isn’t getting anywhere, she tucks the picture 
back into her coat and thinks, parking herself down on the 
corner of the street. 

She takes a long drink from her hip flask - her face troubled 
with thought - before she pulls herself up again and slides 
the hip flask into its case. 

INT. THE BULLPEN, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - NIGHT46 46

The Bullpen is empty - no Constables on patrol; no one at 
desks. 

KRISTENSON approaches PEELER’s office from the shadows. 
Staring through the frosted window, she spots THE CANCER-
MAN's hat, and beside it - the receipt book. Her eyes widen. 

She tries the door first but it’s locked tight. Immediately, 
she opens her coat and unrolls a thin TOOLBELT. She selects a 
small SCREWDRIVER and jimmies the lock. Then – another tool – 
and another – and slowly, the lock creaks loose and she 
catches it carefully before it clanks against the floor.

Male voices in the distance – she freezes momentarily but 
when the voices pass the Bullpen she slips inside the office, 
pushing on the glass of the door to open it.

INT. PEELER’S OFFICE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - NIGHT47 47

Silently, KRISTENSON slinks over to the desk and removes the 
receipt book from its evidence bag. Looking around, she 
settles on one of ECCO’S BOOKS from a bookshelf and tears its 
contents out before proceeding to do the same to the receipt 
book.

Carefully, she swaps the covers and pockets the newly 
disguised receipt book. She crosses the room and closes the 
door behind her.
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EXT. KRISTENSON’S RESIDENCE - NIGHT48 48

We arrive at a tall communal building on the corner of a run-
down street, where washing lines hang across like police 
tape. An old woman bangs pots together on the front step.

INT. KRISTENSON’S RESIDENCE - NIGHT49 49

In a sparsely decorated living room, KRISTENSON sits half-
dressed at a desk, searching through the receipt book under 
dim candlelight. Beside her on the desk: an empty picture 
frame. 

In the book in front of her: thousands of entries, most under 
MISS CASPIN's name. She begins crossing out the entries one-
by-one with trembling hands. 

ECCO (O.S.)
You really should see someone about 
those hands.

KRISTENSON
I have. 

(BEAT)
They said it was “woman troubles”.

ECCO (O.S.)
And what is it?

KRISTENSON
Inconvenient.

She looks behind her towards the bedroom door where ECCO 
stands half-dressed.

ECCO
I don’t understand you, Kristenson.

KRISTENSON 
I don’t intend for you to.

ECCO carries a BOTTLE OF SCOTCH through and pours himself a 
glass before parking himself on a faded couch. KRISTENSON 
eyes the bottle.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Where did that come from?

ECCO
Left it one of the last times. 

He motions with the bottle but she shakes her head at it and 
instead lights a cigarillo.
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ECCO (CONT'D)
I must ask: why do you keep 
inviting me over for these – 
whatever we’re calling them – 
despite hardly caring for me? 

ECCO stares at KRISTENSON's scarred and tattooed back as he 
finishes his first glass.

ECCO (CONT'D)
Little out of character.

KRISTENSON
And you would know my character?

KRISTENSON dispenses some more eyedrops, normalising her iris 
colour once more and reducing her trembling.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Are you aware, Mr. Ecco, that you 
yourself are two different 
characters? 

ECCO gestures for her to continue.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
You wear such an arrogant persona, 
but I’ve seen you better. I’m aware 
writers love to make up personas, 
but yours seem to be in constant 
conflict. You’re a mystery. 

ECCO
You would know a mystery wouldn’t 
you? I hardly know anything about 
you – everything about me is in my 
biography.

KRISTENSON
What d’you need to know about me?

ECCO
Do you even like men?

KRISTENSON
In what regard?

ECCO
It’s a simple question.

KRISTENSON
I’m not attracted to them, if 
that’s what you’re asking.
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ECCO
So what was that, then?

KRISTENSON
Necessary.

She continues searching through the receipt book, checking 
the entries against her notebook.

ECCO
I feel that you and Oscar Wilde 
would get on like a warehouse on 
fire.

KRISTENSON
If he wasn’t in jail. Here –

She tears the receipt book from cover to cover and splits it, 
tossing it towards him. He catches it, aghast.

ECCO
Your disregard of books frankly 
worries me, Inspector.

KRISTENSON
As I told you before, I'm not one 
for stories, so in respect of that 
I have very little care for their 
vessels.

She hastily copies down the type of hat they are looking for 
and passes it over.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
You, however, are a learned man - I 
presume a fast reader?

ECCO
Well, I don't like to brag -

KRISTENSON
We know that's untrue. Start 
looking through your half of the 
book for the match.

ECCO looks at her incredulously, but she just raises her 
eyebrows at him.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Make yourself useful. You're not 
here for the reason you presumed.

ECCO concedes and begins flicking through the receipt book.
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EXT. BOROUGH STREET #5 - LATE NIGHT50 50

Darkness spreads through the borough. Prostitutes are moved 
from the streets by anxious Constables. Whistles are blown 
and lamps shone at passersby. 

INT. KRISTENSON’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT51 51

ECCO looks up from combing through the receipt book.

ECCO
So... the Moorhead Stranglers. What 
really happened?

KRISTENSON
You wrote the novel. You tell me.

ECCO
I... wrote a version of the event 
from the case file I read - an 
incomplete case file, I must add. 

KRISTENSON looks at him sideways and then back to the book. 

ECCO (CONT'D)
The belief is that the Moorhead 
Stranglers took a hostage. You and 
your partner tracked them to a 
warehouse. Something went wrong - 
the hostage and Dan were killed - 
you escaped, injured but alive. But 
that's not truly how it occurred, 
was it? I've heard rumours...

KRISTENSON
If you listen to the rumours and 
facts surrounding me, Ecco, they'll 
become difficult to differentiate.

KRISTENSON massages her locket, deep in thought.

ECCO
I’ve always wondered the contents 
of that locket.

KRISTENSON says nothing but tucks the locket away and shifts 
sideways as ECCO goes back to reading.

ECCO (CONT'D)
I’ve been thinking – what if we’re 
looking at this the wrong way?
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KRISTENSON strikes another cigarillo and looks contemplative, 
unsure of what ECCO’s suggesting. 

ECCO (CONT'D)
Mr. Annex - the milliner. You said 
there was something off about him. 
He knows the victim personally and 
thus has motive. What if he’s 
involved?

KRISTENSON
He’s not.

ECCO
And that you are certain of? The 
shop could be a base - 

KRISTENSON
The shop - he is running an opium 
den out of.

ECCO frowns at the suggestion, but KRISTENSON replays the 
evidence she saw at the milliner's -

INT. MILLINER’S - MID-DAY - (FLASHBACK - SCENE 16)52 52

KRISTENSON is pulled back into the memory as she was before 
in SCENE 32, although this time ECCO accompanies her. They 
stand unseen, watching the KRISTENSON from earlier in the day 
investigating the milliner’s. 

For every beat of her dialogue to ECCO, we see the 
corresponding evidence around the shop:

KRISTENSON 
Dried opiate dust on the counter. 
Peroxide stains on Annex’s 
clothing. Traces on his fingers, in 
addition to on the receipt book, 
which repeats the order of “silk 
Gigus” - I would argue to be an 
unusual commission - an average of 
four times a week. Meaning it’s 
likely code - “silk Gigus” I’ve 
heard before in relation to 
Codeine. Furthermore, the only 
place in the shop dusted from 
motion is the rug, slightly askew 
from pulling it away to access the 
trap-door beneath -

ECCO
- Leading to the opium den...
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KRISTENSON
Which I’ll deal with later.

ECCO looks impressed by her deduction. The memory swirls as 
the FLASHBACK ends:

INT. KRISTENSON’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT53 53

Candles begin to run dry. ECCO jots down text in his own 
notebook. Meanwhile, KRISTENSON has a thought: 

KRISTENSON
However... If the milliner was 
short on business, surely our top 
hat would've been purchased at a 
previous time... 

ECCO thinks about it.

ECCO
... a time before any Gigus orders.

KRISTENSON dives up and over to him on the couch -

KRISTENSON
... Look for the first commission 
for “silk Gigus”.

ECCO flicks through the book, scanning down the list for the 
dubious entry for the code - 

ECCO
I think – I think I’ve found it.

Over his shoulder, KRISTENSON reads the entry he's underlined 
with his pen and double-checks it against her notes - 

ECCO (CONT'D)
Felted Beaver Skin. Red Trim and 
Livery... Marble Clasp.

KRISTENSON
That’s the one.

(reading the entry)
Aleister Rice. 14 Poltroon Alley. 

ECCO
That’s down by the old wharf. 

She jumps up and without a word begins preparing, but ECCO 
frets:
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ECCO (CONT'D)
Wait - Rice. Rice... Aleister 
Rice... Why does that name sound 
familiar?

KRISTENSON stops and thinks back to earlier that morning – 

INT. VESTIBULE, CONSTABULARY BUILDING - MORNING -   54 54
(FLASHBACK - SCENE 5)

KRISTENSON and ECCO stand in the memory of the meeting with 
ECCO’s FAN - 

ECCO
Who shall I sign it to?

FAN
Eh – Rice – Al Rice - I’ve read all 
of your novels -

ECCO realises as the memory fades back into reality:

INT. KRISTENSON’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT55 55

KRISTENSON grabs her coat, adjusts her bodice and straps on a 
BANDOLEER.

KRISTENSON
He’s been there since the 
beginning. In the Constabulary 
Building... following the crime...

She stubs out her cigarillo and heads for the door, 
retrieving a SERVICE RIFLE from an umbrella stand, before 
throwing it open. 

EXT. KRISTENSON’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT56 56

KRISTENSON hails a Hansom Cab outside her residence and pulls 
herself inside, gives the address to the driver and closes 
the door on ECCO.

ECCO
I'm coming with you.

KRISTENSON
Not a chance.
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ECCO
You wouldn't have him without me. 
Besides, I think I want to pay my 
biggest fan a visit.

KRISTENSON
I don’t - 

ECCO
- work with others. I’m aware. But 
this isn’t a dialogue. 

He clambers in and closes the door - 

KRISTENSON
Don’t get in the way.

ECCO
Yes, ma’am.

The Hansom pulls out and down the street. 

INT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT57 57

ALEISTER RICE, (30s), wearing THE CANCER-MAN disguise, sits 
mending his bifocals at a desk laden with SENSATIONALIST 
NOVELS and ominous Cancer-Cards. He scrupulously replaces the 
cracked glass with a new, rose-tinted LENS and cleans the 
glass with a HANDKERCHIEF.

EXT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT58 58

The Hansom pulls up to the narrow street marked ‘Poltroon 
Alley’. ECCO seems anxious sat next to KRISTENSON, who cleans 
her rifle with a similar Handkerchief to RICE’s. 

As the Cab stops, she dashes out and pays the driver before 
heading straight for the door to the furthest rookery - 

INT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT59 59

Above, RICE prepares tea on a rickety stove. His squalid 
surroundings do not fit with his wealthy dress.

EXT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT60 60

ECCO joins KRISTENSON at doorway - the rusty mechanism is 
bolted shut. She unfurls the toolbelt from her coat and 
begins selecting tools from it to try in the lock. 
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KRISTENSON
I need you on guard in case he 
makes a dash. Don’t follow me, and 
don’t disobey my instructions.

She motions to the rifle lying against the wall as she 
continues trying the lock. 

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
Take that. 

ECCO
Won’t you need it?

KRISTENSON
If he does make a dash for it, 
you’ll need it more.

Still no tool unlocks the door. 

ECCO
Do you want me to - ?

KRISTENSON decides a different approach to opening the door 
and shoulder-barges it, catching it before it slams against 
the wall.

INT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT61 61

Above, RICE stops preparing his tea – he’s heard the small 
noise but is unsure of its origin. He peers out from behind 
his curtains but fails to see anyone in the close.

EXT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT62 62

KRISTENSON advances up the stairs, leaving a mildly annoyed 
ECCO on guard and grumbling under his breath.

INT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT63 63

RICE pours his tea and sits down at his desk to read his 
newly-autographed copy of ‘The Case of the Moorhead 
Stranglers’.

INT. STAIRWELL, RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT64 64

On the landing of the fetid place, KRISTENSON creeps towards 
the door marked ‘14’ and bangs heavily on the wood.
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INT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT65 65

A look of worry crosses RICE’s face. He puts his tea down and 
clears his throat before pulling himself up: 

RICE
Coming!

He approaches the doorway along a small hallway.

INT. STAIRWELL/RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT66 66

Behind the door, KRISTENSON awaits the response patiently - 
her hand grips under her coat -

The door swings open – RICE's eyes are wide in surprise as 
she stands there – KRISTENSON pulls a REVOLVER and aims it -

No time spared: RICE turns on his heel and runs - 

KRISTENSON
I’ve had quite enough of your 
running.

She spins the barrel and releases a single calculated shot 
which strikes RICE in the back of the leg and sends him into 
a bookcase.

EXT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT67 67

Down below, ECCO hears the gunshot and immediately deserts 
his post for the stairwell.

INT. RICE’S RESIDENCE - LATE NIGHT68 68

KRISTENSON approaches RICE against the bookshelf - he 
attempts to fire another blank from his mechanised wrist-gun 
but she hits it away, shattering the mechanism.

KRISTENSON
Aleister Rice. You’re under 
arrest for murder, attempted 
murder, assaulting an officer 
of the law...

RICE
(pleading)

No - look - You don’t 
understand – you don’t 
understand – I’m just... I 
never wanted to - I'm not him 
- I’m not the Cancer-Man - 
not really – I’m just – I’m a 
player - an actor... from the 
stage - The Lyceum, actually - 
I...
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KRISTENSON pulls him up against the wall by his collar.

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
What’re you talking about?

RICE
He’s paying me – I don’t know 
anything about it - I just follow 
his script - it’s just – it’s just 
a story – I’m a fan – and I thought 
I could help – and -

KRISTENSON’s eye catches something – on the floor where the 
bookshelf has crumbled: an impressive collection of ECCO’s 
crime novels, all autographed “To Aleister” or “Dearest Al 
Rice, my Biggest Fan” 

ECCO (O.S.)
It’s just a story.

KRISTENSON turns in time to see ECCO standing in the doorway, 
aiming the rifle at her. On his face: the bifocals.

ECCO (CONT'D)
They’re for book-binding, but I 
think they add a level of mystique 
to the character, don’t you agree?

He aims the rifle at RICE who begs on his hands and knees -

RICE
Please, Mr. Ecco – I did as you 
asked –

ECCO
- and a convincing villain you 
were.

KRISTENSON
Ecco – what are you doing...? 

ECCO
Progressing the narrative.

He pulls the trigger and blows RICE across the room. Shocked, 
KRISTENSON gasps for breath -

KRISTENSON
You... you killed him...

ECCO
No, you did. Your gun.
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KRISTENSON
I... don’t understand...

ECCO
I didn’t expect you would.

Without hesitation, he strikes her over the head with the 
butt of the rifle, shattering her sunglasses and sending her 
to the floor. 

INT. WAREHOUSE, DOCKLAND - EARLY MORNING69 69

KRISTENSON wakes: she’s tied to an upright girder in the 
middle of a burnt-out warehouse - the same from her 
FLASHBACKS. Her breathing becomes exasperated as she looks 
around - she recognises and fears this place.

Near the girder, ECCO sits at a table writing in his 
notebook, a BOTTLE OF WHISKY in hand. The rifle leans against 
a chair. On the table: KRISTENSON's possessions and RICE's 
signed copy of ‘The Case of the Moorhead Stranglers’.

KRISTENSON, eyes changing colour rapidly, lets out a muffled 
groan and slips a hand out of her binds to massage the 
bleeding wound on her forehead. ECCO looks up at her through 
the bifocals. 

ECCO
Is this the same warehouse that you 
fought the Stranglers in? 

KRISTENSON ignores him and begins trying to free herself.

ECCO (CONT'D)
Took me a time to find it. 
Although, I acquired the address 
from somewhere curious.

He lowers the bifocals from his face and places them 
carefully onto the table beside KRISTENSON’s locket and hip 
flask case.

KRISTENSON
What is this, Ecco?

ECCO
Do you recall when you were talking 
about writers creating personas? I 
was so close to letting mine’s 
slip. "The Cancer-Man."

KRISTENSON
You’re not the Cancer-Man.
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ECCO
No, I suppose I can’t take all the 
credit. Mr. Rice was the one 
running around in the shadows...
But the character, and the script, 
were mine. Rice was my biggest fan. 
An aspiring actor in need of some 
mentorship and some loose change. 

KRISTENSON unfastens the cap from her ring with the edge of 
the rope – underneath: a sharp TACK – as ECCO speaks, she 
surreptitiously cuts through her bonds:

ECCO (CONT'D)
He would do anything for me. And he 
did. Of course, he was simply 
following direction. “Tail this 
one”. “Hand the Card to that one”. 
“Read the line.” I doubt the poor, 
man even knew the consequences of 
his actions. 

KRISTENSON
The Cancer-Cards. Coated in some 
kind of slow-acting poison, I 
presume?

ECCO
Imoxydim. Takes roughly a week to 
kill you. Had to ensure we were 
always wearing gloves.

KRISTENSON
But to what end? Why orchestrate 
such a thing?

ECCO
I love this. For once in your  
career, you don’t have the answers. 
You’ve been deceived Miss 
Kristenson -

KRISTENSON
Inspector, you piece of –

ECCO
No, not Inspector. Not Inspector. 
You’re only where you are because 
the fire started here took your 
partner and they needed the void 
filled. 

KRISTENSON looks into her memories, a distant look on her 
face. 
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ECCO (CONT'D)
You were hired to make the tea and 
bend over when asked.

(BEAT)
You ask me why I’ve done this – you 
said it yourself, Sophie.

KRISTENSON
You need a new best-seller.

ECCO claps melodramatically. 

ECCO
Plagiarising police reports isn’t 
enough anymore. Too similar. Strong 
opening: a gruesome murder - 

The tack slips - KRISTENSON cuts her hand. She winces but 
tries to hide it. 

ECCO (CONT'D)
- The detective investigates... 
then... then it sags in the middle 
– “Ooh, how will we catch the 
killer?” Then – then the glorious 
climax – a fight to end all fights -

A single drop of blood slides down KRISTENSON’s hand - she 
holds her breath as it falls, and she exhales when ECCO is 
too busy parading to notice.

ECCO (CONT'D)
- Our killer is caught and 
silenced. I’ve always loved the 
endings, but I never could get the 
middle right. My audience has 
always known that. 

KRISTENSON slides the tack back into the rope and resumes 
cutting:

ECCO (CONT'D)
So, what if I created a beginning – 
a grand, theatrical villain – and I 
picked someone to follow my clues - 
apprehend him? Perhaps then my 
readers would have something fresh 
to talk about – 

One of the ropes snaps silently. KRISTENSON moves onto the 
next.

ECCO (CONT'D)
- see some real policing in action.
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KRISTENSON
So you picked me?

ECCO
From the first report I read of 
you, I knew you’d be a brilliant 
character. 

KRISTENSON scoffs, affronted by the notion.

ECCO (CONT'D)
A woman in a man’s world – accosted 
by the staring eye and the 
wandering mind – crippled by a 
botched case – haunted by loss and 
guilt and peoples’ opinions – 

KRISTENSON closes her eyes as she cuts deeper into the rope:

ECCO (CONT'D)
- reliant on narcotics to keep her 
active – Sophie Kristenson, it’s as 
if you were written for me.

KRISTENSON
I’ve never before been objectified 
in such a charmless way. 
Congratulate yourself, Ecco.

ECCO
But I would need details - a back-
story... where would she hide such 
a thing? Perhaps... in a locket?

He holds out her silver locket. He opens it... it’s empty - 
but this is an act - he tosses it away across the room.

ECCO (CONT'D)
Alas - that’s too simple for you. 
The things you’d keep in there, 
well - you’re trying to forget 
them.

ECCO retrieves KRISTENSON’s hip flask. Her eyes widen.

ECCO (CONT'D)
So where better to keep them? 

From inside the case, ECCO pulls out two folded pieces:

ECCO (CONT'D)
- the stories these have told me – 
I could write another novel. And I 
will. 
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He unfolds the papers – the first is a crumpled photograph of 
a beautiful young woman - MARIE DISRAELI, (25) - and the 
other: a newspaper clipping with the headline: “Warehouse 
Fire! Stranglers Escape! Officer Down! Hostage Killed!”

ECCO (CONT'D)
Tell me the story. That night at 
the warehouse, with the Stranglers. 

KRISTENSON stops cutting the bonds. She hangs there: silent. 
ECCO collects the rifle and aims it at her.

ECCO (CONT'D)
The police reports – they tell it 
one way, but they miss out the 
important detail. I want to hear 
you say it. The hostage –

A look of anguish crosses KRISTENSON’s face. She tries to 
dispose of it, but ECCO sees and relishes in its existence.

ECCO (CONT'D)
She was yours, wasn’t she? 

KRISTENSON doesn’t answer. She looks down, ashamed.

ECCO (CONT'D)
Marie Disraeli. Was she your 
everything, or is that assuming you 
could free yourself to something so 
trivial? 

He smiles cruelly.

ECCO (CONT'D)
They killed her. And your partner. 
And they did this to you. Forced 
you away from doing your job. They 
were your Cancer-Men, in a way -

KRISTENSON’s bond begins to snap - 

ECCO (CONT'D)
- and at first, I was worried that 
you wouldn’t even go after mine, 
but you didn’t let me (down) -

The rope snaps - KRISTENSON drops from the girder onto ECCO 
in a rage. Startled, he pulls himself to his feet and goes 
for the rifle which has danced away, but KRISTENSON slices 
him across the face with her ring.
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In the moment, she makes a grab for the rifle but ECCO pulls 
KRISTENSON's revolver and fires a shot across her chest – it 
rips past her shoulder above her previous wound, but she 
continues to struggle with him for control of the rifle.

With the revolver, he strikes her across the face and she 
stumbles backwards into the table. She pulls herself up and 
remains idle at it for a few moments, her back to him. 

ECCO (CONT'D)
Come now, Sophie. Come now.

Finally turning, KRISTENSON wipes blood from her mouth and 
finishes off ECCO’s bottle of whisky. He aims the revolver at 
her, but she sends the empty bottle into it before tackling 
him, sending both he and the weapon across the floor. 

She dives for guns, but suddenly - she loses balance – lights 
and stars flicker over her as the warehouse becomes suddenly 
darker, and her eyes begin shifting colour. As she crumples 
onto the floor, ECCO steps into her fading line of vision.

KRISTENSON
What have you...?

As she’s sprawled, she sees under the table: several of her 
eyedropper vials, all empty bar one which she grabs for with 
trembling hands. 

ECCO
You need it to survive, don’t you? 
I wasn’t sure how much was in a 
dosage, so I just... gave you the 
lot. 

He grabs for the revolver and mimes out his next comment:

ECCO (CONT'D)
I was just going to shoot you - say 
it was the Cancer-Man, but this is 
more poetic. Poisoned with your own 
medicine.

Defenceless, he cradles her limp form as her vision swims, 
gun still pointed at her forehead. 

ECCO (CONT'D)
With the Cancer-Man dead and the 
case closed, our hero dies in the 
arms of the narrator of her tale...

KRISTENSON weakly takes another slash at her attacker but he 
catches her hand and slides the ring off her finger, sending 
it across the floor and into a storm-drain.
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He leers down at her, but she isn’t giving up - she grabs for 
the revolver, pulls it out of his hand and aims it at him. He 
freezes - she fires a shot which zips through his upper arm, 
but as she fires a second; he makes a run for it with the 
rifle across the warehouse - to a staircase leading to an 
overhead gangway.

Dazed, KRISTENSON fires again but continues to miss. Empty, 
she throws the weapon aside and slowly follows him up the 
stairs.

INT. WAREHOUSE GANGWAY, DOCKLAND - EARLY MORNING70 70

As KRISTENSON follows ECCO onto the walkway leading to a 
grand window, he aims more shots at her but she ducks and 
weaves out of the way until she’s up against him, fretting 
for the gun.

A rogue shot shatters the window, sending shards showering 
down onto the dock below. With her full body, she knocks the 
rifle away from him so it rattles across the walkway. The 
enemies stand across from each other, the rifle in between 
them and the cold night behind.

KRISTENSON
No more, Ecco.

ECCO
I’ve worked too long on this to let 
some woman ruin it. D’you know how 
successful I am? And you? What are 
you? A bloody sapphist! Your death 
will be welcome.

KRISTENSON looks calculative. The apothecary still courses 
through her - her hands shake violently.

ECCO (CONT'D)
They won’t mourn you. So, I suggest 
you give in to that poison - or 
better yet - hop out that window - 
make it quick. Believe me, Sophie - 
this is best. You die here and your 
story – your struggle – that’ll 
live on. Just step backwards and 
you’ll be... immortalised. 

She eyes the rifle, hands trembling against a railing.

ECCO (CONT'D)
The woman who caught the Cancer-
Man. Persecuted. Who fought back, 
against all odds. 

(MORE)
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I’ve written it all down. And 
they’ll read it – everyone. For 
years to come. 

KRISTENSON
You’re right.

ECCO
(surprised)

About?

KRISTENSON
Everything.

KRISTENSON raises a hand to her face - a single tear crackles 
down it. ECCO goes for the rifle – he points it at her, but 
she throws her hands up: defeated. He beckons her on and she 
takes a step backwards towards the smashed window – 

ECCO
Just – just – step backwards – 
there’s a good girl –

KRISTENSON
Please... spare Miss Caspin and the 
other women – there’ll be an 
antidote to the poison –

ECCO
There is.

KRISTENSON
Then, please... if I die for you, 
let them live. I know you're of 
decent character, Davidson. Please.

He considers.

ECCO
They never tried to cure those 
women dying in that hospital. They 
just assumed it would be the 
Cancer. If only they’d given them 
morphine, of all things.

KRISTENSON
Morphine?

Her eyes begin calculating again - a small, pained smile 
quizzes her lips. She wipes away the tear running down her 
face, shows ECCO the eyedropper she used to place it there 
and then pockets it. 

ECCO (CONT'D)
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ECCO
Wait – what –

KRISTENSON
Did I deceive you, Davidson?

ECCO
No – you – you...

(frantic)
No - I - You don't manipulate me, 
Kristenson. My choice -

KRISTENSON
It wasn’t your choice to be in my 
bed.

ECCO grips the rifle angrily -

ECCO
What did that gain...?

KRISTENSON
The cure. And a confirmation that 
not only are you quite mad, but you 
love the sound of your own voice. 
Now - 

ECCO continues to train the gun on her, but she remains calm; 
holding back the apothecary’s effects. 

KRISTENSON (CONT'D)
I’m walking away now, and you’re 
going to allow it. 

ECCO
Sophie – step – Kristenson! Step 
backwards. I am going... I am going 
to shoot you.

KRISTENSON
Do it then.

ECCO
Sophie –

KRISTENSON
Do it!

ECCO
I will! I bloody will!

KRISTENSON
Do it - and your story ends.
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ECCO roars. KRISTENSON grips the railing. 

ECCO pulls the trigger.

KRISTENSON is blasted full-force in the chest – eyes wide, 
she staggers backwards, clutching at her chest. ECCO watches 
in a mix of horror and disbelief.

Shaking, she unbuttons her ripped coat and pulls out a 
familiar brown notebook – ECCO’s mouth contorts as he 
realises his notebook – his story – has taken the full force 
of the blast.

INT. WAREHOUSE, DOCKLAND - EARLY MORNING - (FLASHBACK -  71 71
SCENE 70)

Brief FLASHBACK to downstairs, where KRISTENSON swiped the 
book from the table after being thrown into it.

INT. WAREHOUSE GANGWAY, DOCKLAND - EARLY MORNING72 72

KRISTENSON holds the tarnished notebook, before turning 
towards the open window - 

KRISTENSON
Your story ends.

KRISTENSON steps back to throw it out the window - ECCO 
screams out and charges her - they both tumble through the 
window and over the ledge -

EXT. WAREHOUSE, DOCKLAND - EARLY MORNING73 73

In mid-air, ECCO grabs the destroyed notebook in hope of 
salvage – from his pockets, Cancer-Cards fly out and 
alongside him as he descends.

A final smile crosses his lips as he hits the dock below, 
shards of glass from the window piercing him like pins on a 
notice board.

Above, KRISTENSON dangles from a stray beam, clinging on as 
her injuries take their course.
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KRISTENSON staggers to ECCO’s side. He coughs and gives a 
small chuckle as she pulls herself down against a crate 
beside him.
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ECCO
Are you content, Sophie?

She groans and peels a piece of metal from her upper-arm.

ECCO (CONT'D)
If you survive that poison, they’ll 
hang you for this – killing the 
Cancer-Man, fine – but... a writer? 
A civilian?

KRISTENSON
Self-defence.

ECCO
They’ll – they’ll never believe 
you.

KRISTENSON
They won’t have to.

In her hand, the copy of ‘The Case of the Moorhead 
Stranglers’ –

ECCO
What’s that?

KRISTENSON
Your notebook.

She opens the cover of the novel, which hastily encloses the 
contents of ECCO’s brown notebook. In the debris of ECCO’s 
fall, it becomes clear that the cover of his notebook has 
been switched with the contents of his novel.

ECCO
When did –

The action changes into a FLASHBACK memory - 

INT. WAREHOUSE, DOCKLAND - EARLY MORNING -          75 75
(FLASHBACK - SCENE 70)

Brief FLASHBACK to KRISTENSON messing around with the books 
on the desk during the fight, and quickly switching their 
covers like she had back in PEELER’s office.
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KRISTENSON throws down the switched book. ECCO coughs up 
blood as he laughs. 
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ECCO
You’ll hang for this. Believe you 
me when I say this isn't over. 
You'll hang.

ECCO dies in a fit of laughter and unintelligible words. 
KRISTENSON sinks down further against the crate. Slowly, the 
world swirls - her injuries begin to hit her hard. Flashes of 
colour - voices - deafening noises - she begins to lose 
consciousness. 

Spasming, irises leaking colour; she refuses to give in: she 
searches ECCO's body, eventually retrieving his pen and 
scribbling something onto the only space available - his 
face.

Yielding to her wounds, she lies back. Maria Disraeli sits 
beside her as she begins to close her eyes and everything 
goes black. 
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KRISTENSON opens her eyes in a hospital bed overlooking the 
Thames. Across the ward, MISS CASPIN and several other women 
are being treated. On tables beside them: MORPHINE BOTTLES, 
with heart-shaped stoppers, and SYRINGES.

KRISTENSON sits up slightly before deciding that’s a bad and 
painful idea and slides back down again.

PEELER (O.S.)
Four cracked ribs, three bullet 
wounds, one broken bone and a 
serious concussion.

KRISTENSON
(pained)

Three bullet wounds? Thought I was 
only shot twice.

She looks sideways at PEELER, sat having a drink at her 
bedside, and BALE beside him, filling out paperwork.

PEELER 
Also, they found some rather nasty 
tattoos, but I’m sure they were 
inflicted with permission.

She laughs dryly and then grabs at her ribs in agony. 

KRISTENSON
Is Miss Caspin - ?
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PEELER
- being treated with morphine right 
now, as are you and four other 
women who would've surely died if 
you hadn't found the antidote -

BALE
- and wrote it for us on a dead 
man’s face. That’s a new one. 

KRISTENSON gives a pained smile before looking around the 
ward - she focuses on the sleeping MISS CASPIN across from 
her. 

KRISTENSON
That’s all that matters.

PEELER
Word from up high is that you did a 
good job. And from them, that’s 
like a word from the Queen herself.

KRISTENSON
And what’s the word from you?

PEELER
Similar.

KRISTENSON
Out of duty or respect?

PEELER
Need I answer that?

KRISTENSON sits up again – she winces as her injuries come to 
greet her once more.

PEELER (CONT'D)
Now – now –

KRISTENSON
Things to do. Loose ends to tie up.

She pulls herself out of bed and begins throwing her clothing 
on over her robe. 

PEELER
Sophie –

KRISTENSON
I may have earned your respect, but 
nothing’s going to change, 
Inspector. So, I better not sit 
around and expect it to.
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PEELER
You have a broken bone.

KRISTENSON
Which one?

KRISTENSON throws on her coat and buckles her bandoleer.

BALE
A metatarsal.

KRISTENSON
That’s a toe, isn’t it? I think 
I’ll be fine. 

She hides her pain putting on her left boot. 

BALE
Well, you solved a crime and ended 
a publishing career. That's a 
start, at least.

PEELER adjusts his monocle.

PEELER
I take it there's definitely 
nothing I can say to convince you 
to take a few days to recover?

She shakes her head.

PEELER (CONT'D)
Very well. As you were, Inspector 
Kristenson. 

They nod in mutual respect at each other. He tips his hat and 
exits promptly. BALE clears his throat.

BALE
I read through Ecco’s notebook. All 
of it - 

KRISTENSON looks worried but doesn’t look at him.

BALE (CONT'D)
 - Including your use of illegal 
narcotics as counter to your 
previous injuries. Seems it was 
that in your system and not the 
Imoxydim. I’d say it lucky the 
morphine even counteracted it. 
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KRISTENSON
Perhaps it didn’t. What are your 
thoughts?

BALE
On the book or your illicit habits? 

KRISTENSON gives him a knowing look. 

BALE (CONT'D)
Well, the book’s certainly an 
interesting read, whether I believe 
it to be true or not.

KRISTENSON nods in gratitude. BALE stands too. 

BALE (CONT'D)
The last thing he wrote in it, 
though. “I fear the woman may be my 
Cancer”. What d’you make of that?

KRISTENSON
Wouldn’t like to comment. 

KRISTENSON finishes getting herself ready. 
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Another day: DR. ABBLEMIRE reads through a newspaper in a 
packed mortuary.

The headline reads: ‘Cancer-Man Apprehended! Famed Writer to 
Blame!’ with a photo of KRISTENSON, holding the Cancer-Man’s 
hat, alongside some jealous colleagues standing on the steps 
of the Constabulary Building.

KRISTENSON (V.O.)
I’m not one for stories.

DR. ABBLEMIRE folds the newspaper and looks towards the 
drawers - he scratches his head as he notices the drawer 
marked ‘Davidson Ecco’ is curiously empty.

END OF EPISODE:
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